Software Version 2.0

WELCOME TO DARC VIRTUAL CONSOLE
DARC is the next generation in Radio console technology, a blend of analog, digital, PC computer, and AoIP.
Arrakis has been at the forefront of building professional audio consoles for Radio since 1980. We
remember vacuum tubes, transistors, the first ICs, the first digital audio, the invention of the personal
computer, the first AoIP, advance after advance until now we can bring you DARC, the first Virtual Radio
console using Touch Screens at an analog console price.
With phones, tablets, and PCs featuring the touch interface as the user interface of choice, is it a surprise that the next generation of console be Touch? But, why is Touch the choice? Because like with
phones, tablets, and PCs, a touch screen based product can change on demand. It isn’t a fixed collection
of buttons and faders. DARC can be a 4, 8, 12, or 16 channel console at the touch of an on screen button.
Start out as 8 channels and add a single box to be 12 channels. No new console. And more, the channels
can be labeled in software. Name an input channel a ‘Mic’ and like magic the channel suddenly
reconfigures the console for muting, phone talkback, and more. Name a channel a phone and it is automatically reconfigured to have a mix minus bus. Save a Preset for your on air shift, and load it when it is time
to go on air. This and much more makes Touch easier and Better. Just like a Smartphone is better than
the old rotary dial phone tethered to your wall. And imagine, because DARC is powered by a Windows PC,
you can remote connect and control your console from anywhere in the world. You can’t do that with a
physical console.
Still, as flexible as Touch is, the single most important thing about DARC is that you are not burdened by
the technology itself. It is not a complex ethernet audio network requiring an IT professional. No, it works
right out of the box and requires no network configuration at all. And it is easy to install. Available in 8, 12,
and 16 channels, you just plug in one cable for each 4 channel box, one cable for your PC, load DARC software and its driver on your PC, and you are ready for audio. Fast and easy. DARC is ideal for a single studio.
And yet DARC supports world standard DANTE AoIP to connect many studios. One ethernet cable connects
everything. But just as critical in today’s world of competing standards, DARC doesn’t use a proprietary
Radio manufacturer AoIP protocol like Radio manufacturer X or Radio manufacturer Y. DARC uses the
World Standard Audinate DANTE protocol that is embraced by more than 350 manufacturers and 1000
products, from mics to speakers. Just do a Google search for Audinate and Dante and see how Dante
dominates the world of professional audio everywhere.
As the World’s leading manufacturer of cost effective Radio consoles, Arrakis is excited to introduce
DARC. Several years in the making, it is the future of Radio consoles worldwide.
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FEATURES .....

a Virtual Console for Touch Screens !

4, 8, 12, or 16 input channel models
4 up to 32 stereo inputs
3 stereo output Buses
Phone Mix-minus bus for Telephone hybrid
Analog or Digital Inputs and Outputs
Windows 10 compatible
Dante AoIP interstudio ethernet connectivity
Simple-IP8 1RU rack mounted 4 x 4 stereo building block

AES67 AoIP support to work with ANY network

VIRTUAL... DARC is Virtual Radio console software that runs on a Windows PC . It interfaces via ethernet cable to one or
more Arrakis 1RU Simple-IP building blocks that handle all of the audio inputs and outputs of the console. Simple. Easy.

WORKS OUT OF THE BOX... just like a traditional radio console DARC works right out of the box. DARC requires no AoIP
network configuration. Just wire it up, load software onto your PC and you are on the air. Like world standard digital audio
production systems, the PC does the work while rack mounted Arrakis Simple-IP hardware does the audio input-output.

SOFTWARE CONFIGURABLE... with the power of the PC, you can name your source channels, select background and
button colors, choose presets for special shows, select mic and phone channels which auto-configure their function, and
much more.
AoIP CONNECTIVITY... the DARC radio console family is built on world standard Audinate DANTE AoIP technology which is
supported by more than 350 manufacturers and over 1,000 products from mics to speakers. So every DARC console studio
automatically supports ethernet audio networking.

EXPANDABLE ... the software configures from 4-16 channels so just add Simple-IP units to expand from 4 to 8 to 12 to 16
channels.

The DARC series family of radio consoles combines the best of analog, digital, AoIP, and PC
technologies to bring you a new concept in professional radio consoles. Go to the Arrakis
website for more information on this exciting product.
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OPERATION .....
Time of day clock

a familiar, traditional layout

Meters for All Buses

Up-down timer

Phone
fed by
any of
the 3
buses

Mic1B

3
stereo
buses
Talkback
to Caller
for
Phone

Headphone
follows the
Monitor
selector
Stereo Cue

Channel On

Channel Off

The DARC Virtual console is a familiar, traditional Radio console layout.

Monitor
section with
an Ext off air
input

DARC features 4, 8, 12, or 16 input channels with a single input per channel mixed to 3 stereo
output buses. The console has a VU meter for each of the 3 buses, a time of day clock, and an
up-down timer for production. Each input channel has an On and Off button. All non-mic channels have a post-fader Cue button which auto-cues into the Monitor and Headphones. There is
a separate Cue output if cue speakers are desired. DARC supports a single phone line through
an external hybrid. When an input channel is labeled ‘Phone’, then the first mic in the console
automatically adds a ‘TB’ (talk to caller offline) button. The phone mix minus bus has an input
selector that allows the caller to be fed from any of the 3 mixing buses for On Air or Off Air
call in applications.
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Programmable # of Channels .....

perfect for any studio size

4, 8, 12, and 16 channels
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Programmable Labeling .....

customize for your station

Label your Buses for
ease of use

Choose color coded
fader knobs

Dark or light
console color
themes
Label the Off buttons
with Source names
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Easy to Use Crossfading .....

the power of Touch screens

Large buttons for ease of Touch

Just touch the channels that are to be faded down (they highlight yellow)
and then fade up a new channel (which highlights red). The selected
channels fade down and then automatically turn off, while the channel
fading up turns on and finishes the crossfade. The power of Touch
screens.
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Show Presets .....

save and load On Air Shift setups

The DARC Virtual console has a powerful show ‘Preset’ feature that allows you to set your
board up as desired and then save the setup for later access. Up to 10 shows can be saved
for later use.

SAVE A PRESET
to save a show preset for later use just turn
on the channels and set fader levels where you
would for the board shift and then select PRESET 1 - 10 to save that setup for later use.
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DARC Console models .....

four to choose from

The DARC family of digital consoles comes in 4 standard models
that differ primarily in the number of Input channels.

DARC-4A
(4) stereo input channels
(2) stereo Pgm output buses
(Note: the 3rd Pgm bus and Mix-minus
can be added with a 2nd Simple-IP or other
Dante output devices)
DARC-8A
(8) stereo input channels
(3) stereo Pgm output buses
(1) Mix-minus bus for phone hybrid
perfect for a mid sized studio
DARC-12A
(12) stereo input channels
(3) stereo Pgm output buses
(1) Mix-minus bus for phone hybrid
perfect for most studios sizes
DARC-16A
(16) stereo input channels
(3) stereo Pgm output buses
(1) Mix-minus bus for phone hybrid
perfect for any size studios
Note: add more Simple-IP units to a maximum
of 32 stereo inputs
NOTE: unless otherwise specified, all Simple-IP units will be analog. However, you can choose a mix of the Simple-IP-8A analog model and the Simple-IP-8D digital model when placing the order
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Basic Configuration .....
The DARC Virtual Console has 2 parts...
The DARC Virtual Console is made up of 2 parts. The Windows PC is the core of the system
and does all of the audio mixing and switching. The Simple-IP nodes connect all of the analog,
digital, and IP sources and outputs onto the network to be mixed by the PC. The Virtual Console software emulates a traditional console.
1) Simple-IP Nodes...

are the analog, digital, and IP interfaces

2) Windows PC...

is the audio mixing and switching engine and Virtual Console software

Windows 10 PC

Simple-IP nodes

Sources
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Choice of PC and Configuration .....
DARC requires a properly Configured, High Performance Windows 10 PC...

All audio software is time sensitive since it processes audio in chunks and will glitch audio if
the PC is not fast enough to process all of the chunks without delays. Therefore DARC software requires a properly configured, high performance Windows 10 PC.
While DARC will run on many current model Windows 10 (Intel I5 and I7) PCs, with 8GBs minimum of RAM memory and a solid state drive, it has been tested and will not run properly on
Atom or Celeron or I3 CPU PCs. Also Motherboard bus speeds vary between PCs and affect
performance. While DARC is not graphics intensive, some PCs use CPU and bus resources to
implement graphics and thereby slow performance.
Another consideration is that the PC must be configured so that other PC processes such as
software updates, virus scanners, or other time consuming tasks do not interrupt DARC software.
Purchase the Configured PC from Arrakis
It is highly recommended that the Arrakis factory selected and configured PC be purchased
from Arrakis. It has been tested and configured and is known to perform to DARC Virtual Console standards.
User Supplied PC
The user may choose to use a 3rd party PC if desired. For the reasons described above,
Arrakis can not warranty the performance of or provide customer support for a 3rd party PC.
Arrakis does have configuration Tutorials on our website that can help guide configuration of a
3rd party PC.
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AC Power Basics .....
Power the ENTIRE system from a Single Surge Protected AC power strip...
To remove the possibility of Ground Loops and to enable controlled resetting of the system,
plug all of the units into a single (or parallel) power strip as shown below.
Plug the Audio amps into
the power strip to
remove ground loops

Windows 10 PC

Monitor amp

Earphn amp

Duplex
wall
outlet

Surge Protected
Power strips

NOTE: be certain to ground
the chassis’ of the Simple-IP
nodes to eliminate damage
from static discharge.

Switch

Plug the Switch and Single-IP nodes into a single power strip to enable single switch power
up and reset of the network part of the system.
2-4 Simple-IP nodes

IMPORTANT: in some buildings the two outlets in the Duplex wall outlet are separate circuits. In this situation you must place the power strips in series to a single outlet as shown below.
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Easy to Install .....

a simple 5 step process

1) PLACE YOUR 1-4 SIMPLE-IP UNITS ... rack or pedestal mount your Simple-IP boxes, only 4 rack units,
2) CONNECT ETHERNET CABLES (included)... 6' cables are included for each Simple-IP unit for connection to the router. A 10'
cable is included for connection from the router to the PC. Longer cable runs are user supplied.
3) CONNECT YOUR AUDIO SOURCE EQUIPMENT CABLES (optionally available)... wire your source equipment to the rear of the
Simple-IP boxes which have RJ45 stereo jacks for analog. XLR for AES3 digital. Prewired cables available from the factory.
4) CONNECT YOUR OUTPUTS (MONITOR, AIR, ETC) ... wire your output equipment to the rear of the Simple-IP boxes which have
RJ45 stereo jacks for analog, XLR for AES3 digital. Prewired cables are available from the factory.
5) THE WINDOWS PC FOR DARC
Arrakis strongly recommends the purchase of an Arrakis PC that is designed and configured for the DARC Virtual Console.
Refer to the Arrakis website for the specifications. The DARC console PC must be dedicated to only the console software and
used for no other purpose. Refer to the Customer Support section at the end of this manual for the limitations to support for
use of 3rd party PCs.
6) INSTALL SOFTWARE ... install and configure the DVS sound driver and DARC console application.

Block Diagram

Studio A

100Mb
Switch
(included)

Earphn amp
Phone
hybrid

The Simple-IP units are available as 4x4 stereo
analog or digital. Analog has RJ45 connectors.
AES3 digital uses XLRs.
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The Digital Installation .....

connecting the ethernet wiring

1) WORKS OUT OF THE BOX, NO NETWORK REQUIRED
The DARC Virtual Console is a stand alone digital console that uses a built in ethernet network to operate.
2) CONNECTING THE SIMPLE-IP & WINDOWS PC
The Simple-IP building blocks are each to be connected to the 100Mb switch (included) by the 6' CAT5e cables (included). The
DARC Virtual console P is to be connected to the 100Mb switch by the 10' CAT5e cable (included).
3) CONNECTING TO OTHER DARC CONSOLE STUDIOS
The Dante network supports standard 100 meter ethernet cable lengths. Each DARC studio can be interconnected by running
ethernet cable between studio switches.
4) POWER UP SEQUENCE FOR THE NETWORK
Power up your components in the following order:
1) Ethernet switch 2) All Simple-IP devices on the network (they take ~30 seconds to pass audio. 3) The PC

Studio

Simple-IP (1-4 units)

Ethernet
cables

100Mb
Switch
(included)

DARC Virtual Console PC

5) MULTISTUDIO DANTE NETWORKING
a) Sample Rates: Simple-IP and DARC are 48k sample rate. ALL units on the DANTE network must be set to 48k.
b) While Simple-IP and Dante will operate on 100Mbit networks, a Gigabit network is recommended. for larger networks.
c) Cable types should be either: (1) CAT5e, or (2) CAT6.
d) Both shielded and unshielded cables are suitable but shielded cables may be more appropriate depending on your RF
environment.
e) Standard maximum cable length between devices is 100 meters.
f) Wireless (WiFi) networking is not recommended.
g) Wide Area Networks are not supported by DANTE at this time.
h) Ethernet Switches: a DANTE network requires at least one ethernet switch. Each DANTE device is connected to the
switch via an ethernet cable. In larger installations multiple switches will be used. While off-the-shelf switches are used
with DANTE networks, the choice of switch can be important. Unmanaged ethernet switches will function well in some network configurations, However, DANTE recommends the use of ‘managed’ ethernet switches for maximum reliability.
(Some example switches are: Cisco SG200 series, Cisco SG300 series, Netgear GS700T series)

IMPORTANT...refer to the end of this manual for information on the limitations of
multi-studio network customer support.
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The Sources Installation .....
AUDIO SOURCE WIRING
a) All analog inputs and outputs are from
the Simple-IP rear panels.

The Simple-IP units are available as 4x4 stereo
analog or digital. Analog has RJ45 connectors.
AES3 digital uses XLRs.

b) All analog inputs are +4dBu balanced
with standard RJ45 connectors.
c) Input channels can be modified with
internal jumpers at the Factory to convert the input channel to unbalanced
-10dBu.
d) For further flexibility, DARC is software adjustable with +14dB to (-) 26dB
of gain to accommodate a wide variety
of input levels without the internal factory jumpers.
e) All AES3 digital inputs are by XLR connectors.
MIC CHANNELS
The Simple-IP inputs are all high level
stereo. Mic channels require an external
mic preamp with mono to stereo wiring.
Cables are optionally available from the
Factory.

connecting the audio wiring

Main
Network
Ethernet
Connection

Backup
Network
Ethernet
Connection

DC
power

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

Block Diagram
Sources

Studio A
Simple-IP (1-4 units)

Network
Mic
pre

Auto
MP3
devices

Monitor amp

Earphn amp

Remotes
Phone
hybrid

(refer later in this manual for
detailed connector wiring)
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7/8
output

The Outputs Installation .....

connecting the output wiring

1) MONITOR/CUE/EARPHONE SYSTEM
The Monitor, Cue, and earphone systems all have wired audio outputs.
a) The Monitor output is a wired Dante output.
b) The Earphone output is a wired Dante output.
c) Cue autocues into the Monitor and Earphone system. Cue also has a separate wired output for an external cue
amp.
d) External Input to Monitor system (Ext 1). To monitor the Off Air signal, the Monitor system has an External input
(default Label = Ext 1). Refer to ‘External Monitor Input Button Setup’ later in this manual.

(refer later in this manual for detailed connector wiring)

2) MIC MUTING
a) Go into the top menu, File, Setup (requires a PasswordDefault = 1234).
b) Go into ‘Screen Setup’ and name the Off channel buttons. Any
name containing ‘Mic’ (upper or lower case) will configure that
channel for Mic. It will mute when the channel is on and will
removed the ‘Cue’ button from the mic channel.
3) PHONE HYBRID SETUP
a) Go into the top menu, File, Setup (requires a PasswordDefault = 1234).
b) Go into ‘Screen Setup’ and name the Off channel buttons. Any
name containing ‘Phone’ (upper or lower case) will configure
that channel for Mix minus. It will configure the ‘first’ mic channel with an additional ‘TB’ (talkback) button to replace the ‘Q’ button. The TB button will activate off line conversation with the caller.

Main
Network
Ethernet
Connection

Backup
Network
Ethernet
Connection

DC
power

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

Studio A
Simple-IP (1-4 units)

Monitor amp

Earphn amp

7/8
output

The Simple-IP units are available as 4x4 stereo analog or
digital. Analog has RJ45 connectors. AES3 digital uses XLRs.
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Muting Relay .....

mic muting logic

OPTIONAL MUTING RELAY (ARRAKIS MODEL #: DARC-MR)
For installations that require a Muting relay for interface to an On Air light, Arrakis has an option for the
DARC Virtual Radio console. It is a USB to relay module that plugs into a USB port on the DARC Windows PC.
INSTALLATION
1) Connect the module to a ‘powered’ USB hub that is connected to a USB port on the DARC PC (or a powered
USB port on the DARC PC itself).
2) Open the DARC software. It will automatically search for the module and assign the com port.
3) Turn a Mic channel on and off on the DARC console to see the light turn on and off.
(Note: a mic channel is any channel with a ‘Mic’ in the Off button name assigned in Setup)
4) Wire the muting relay Normally Open (NO) and Common (C) terminals to your on air light.

Manufacturer: KMtronic
Model #: UMCRB

WARNING
This work should
be performed by a
licensed electrician. Arrakis Systems takes no
responsibility or
liability for the
wiring of this
device to the on
air light.

Features
USB bus powered
Normally open (NO) and Normally closed contacts (NC)
Max specs
12VDC
15 amps
24VDC
15 amos
110VAC
15 amps
220VAC
10 amps

USB port

LED lights
when the relay is activated
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Relay Logic .....

console relay logic

OPTIONAL RELAY LOGIC (ARRAKIS MODEL #: DARC-U8CR)
Relay 1: Phone hybrid accept call (momentary logic)
Relay 2: Phone hybrid drop call (momentary logic)
Relay 3: Console channel 1 on tally (sustained logic)
Relay 4: Console channel 2 on tally (sustained logic)
Relay 5: Console channel 3 on tally (sustained logic)
Relay 6: Console channel 4 on tally (sustained logic)
Relay 7: Console channel 5 on tally (sustained logic)
Relay 8: Surface Softkey #1 = on, #2 = off

INSTALLATION
1) Connect the module to a 12VDC, 500mA DC
power supply (included)
2) Connect the module via USB cable to the
DARC Windows PC.
2) Open the DARC software. It will automatically search for the module and assign the
com port.

Manufacturer: KMtronic
Model #: U8CR

WARNING
Interface to
110VAC/220VAC
circuits should be
performed by a
licensed electrician. Arrakis Systems takes no
responsibility or
liability for the
wiring of this
device to high
voltage sources.

Features
Power: requires a 12VDC, 500mA power supply (included)
Normally open (NO) and Normally closed contacts (NC)
Max specs
12VDC
15 amps
12VDC, 500mA
24VDC
15 amos
DC power supply
110VAC
15 amps
220VAC
10 amps
USB port
LED lights when the relay
is activated
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Input Closure Logic .....

EAS and Remote Control

OPTIONAL BROADCAST TOOLS 16 INPUT GENERAL PURPOSE INTERFACE
For installations that require input closure logic control, the DARC siftware interfaces with the Broadcast
Tools GPI-16 Plus 16 input module. It is a USB module that plugs into a USB port on the DARC Windows PC.
DESCRIPTION
The sixteen general purpose inputs may be activated by either pulling the input to ground or releasing the input
to a high state. A valid input must be 15ms in duration or greater. External sources can be contact closures,
open collectors or 5 to 24 volt logic level sources. The impedance of each input is 22K ohms.
INSTALLATION
Download the Broadcast Tools manual (www.broadcasttools.com) and follow the installation instructions.

Manufacturer: Broadcast Tools
Model #: GPI-16 Plus

PURCHASE
The GPI-16 Plus is
not available from
Arrakis Systems.
It is available from
most Broadcast
Radio distributors.
Customer service
and warranty support will be direct
with Broadcast
Tools.

Status
LEDs

USB
port

Crimp
terminal
strips for wiring
to the inputs
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DC
power

Input Closure Logic .....

EAS and Remote Control

GPI-16 Plus Inputs
1) EAS Interface (Pins 1 and 2)
These logic inputs are used to trigger software actions to implement an EAS interface for multiple on air studios with a single EAS receiver. Attach a momentary closure from the EAS receiver On logic to pin 1 on the
GPI-16. Attach a momentary closure from the EAS receiver Off logic to pin 2 on the GPI-16. When EAS is turned
on, the PGM 1 bus on the console will be muted and the last Dante input assigned by the Dante Virtual
Soundcard (DVS) will be activated. If DVS is set to 32 x 32 this is mono channels 31-32 on the Dante Controller.
2) CONSOLE CHANNEL ON-OFF REMOTE CONTROL
Pins 3- 12 control turning console channels 1-5 on and off. To use, connect a momentary switch between the
pin and ground. Note that the 8 channel KMTronic relay option has sustained closure tallies when the channels
1-5 are turned on. The channel on-off with tally makes it convenient for use with a talk studio with up to 5 mics.

GPI-16 Plus Pins
1) EAS ON
2) EAS OFF
3) Ch 1 On
4) Ch 1 Off
5) Ch 2 On
6) Ch 2 Off
7) Ch 3 On
8) Ch 3 Off
9) Ch 4 On
10) Ch 4 Off
11) Ch 5 On
12) Ch 5 Off
13) Preset 1
14) Preset 2
15) Surface mode (na)
16) Virtual mode (na)
17) ground
18) ground

3) REMOTE CONTROL OF PRESET 1 AND PRESET 2
Pins 13 and 14 will activate Presets #1 and #2. This is useful for using logic to trigger setup for a remote show. Use Preset #1 as the setup for the remote show
then use Preset #2 to return to normal programming. Note: Preset #2 must have
been saved as the Normal programming setup.
4) REMOTE CONTROL OF SURFACE OR VIRTUAL CONTROL MODES
This feature provides the ability to use a remote closure to switch modes if the
optional Surface is being used.
5) SURFACE AND VIRTUAL MODE PINS (optional)
These pins are used only if connected to an optional
DARC control Surface.
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Software Installation .....

the ASIO Sound Driver

1) ONLY TWO SOFTWARE PROGRAMS TO INSTALL
Two pieces of software are installed to complete DARC. (1) ‘Dante Virtual Soundcard’ ASIO driver, and (2) DARC Virtual Console
software. Fast and easy.
2) INSTALLING DANTE VIRTUAL SOUNDCARD (DVS) DRIVER SOFTWARE
a) The Dante Virtual Soundcard (DVS) is the driver that links Arrakis DARC console software to the Audinate ‘Dante’ ethernet
audio network. It is to be installed on the DARC Virtual console PC. The DVS control panel can then be opened and set as
described below.
b) Install the self extracting Audinate ‘Dante Virtual Soundcard’ (DVS) driver software on your Windows 10 PC. A registration
code is provided by Arrakis with your software to unlock DVS.
c) Open the DVS Control panel (from the Windows Start menu list of applications under Audinate) and configure the software as
explained in (3) below.
d) DVS will open as an invisible Windows driver when you start your PC and run in the background. Once configured, it will not
need to be opened again.
3) DANTE VIRTUAL SOUNDCARD (DVS) DRIVER CONFIGURATION
When first opened DVS will be automatically running. Click on the ‘Stop’ button so that the settings (which are grayed) may be
changed. Change them to match the screen shot below. Next click on the ‘Options’ button to open the ASIO Options window and
set the edit boxes to the values shown below. Close the Options window and click on the ‘Stop’ button to restart DVS. Last, close
the DVS window. It is now configured and operating in the background.

IMPORTANT: do not modify DVS settings while DARC is open. If DVS is modified
while DARC is open, then DARC must be restarted to operate.
AUDIO CHANNELS
The DVS should be
set to ...
a) 16x16 for the 8
channel console,
b) 32x32 for 12
console models.
c) 32x32 or 64x64
for the 16 channel
model depending on
size of the SimpleIP system.

If desired, you can
place a DVS shortcut on the desktop

Set the ASIO options as displayed

DVS SETUP NOTES
a) The DVS can be turned on and off from the control panel but must be on for console operation.
b) The DARC software is designed only to use the DVS ASIO interface. It will ignore other ASIO interfaces on the PC.
c) The DARC software will message when it is first opened if it can’t find and enumerate the DVS sound card inputs and outputs and go into
‘Demonstration Mode’ without Dante connectivity.
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Software Installation .....

the DARC Virtual Console software

1) INSTALLING DARC VIRTUAL CONSOLE SOFTWARE
a) Double-click on the ‘Install DARC console.exe’ icon to start the software extraction process.
Follow the instructions on screen.
If during the installation process Windows asks for authorization to proceed, always allow the
software to continue to extract.
The software will be installed in a ‘C:\Program Files (x86)\DARC Console’ folder.
During the software extraction process a shortcut will be installed on the desktop to provide
easy access for opening the program.
b) Uninstalling DARC software: if it is desired to remove DARC, simply go to ‘C:\Program Files
(x86)’ and delete the ‘DARC console’ folder. DARC does not modify any Windows registry settings and does not need an Uninstall program to remove these settings or other files.
c) Opening DARC: double-click on the ‘DARC Virtual Console’ shortcut on the Desktop. DARC
will open as displayed below.
IMPORTANT: if DARC does not find the active DVS sound driver it will message that DVS
is not found and open in a non-functional ‘Demonstration’ mode.
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Password Access to Setup .....

choosing a password

1) A PASSWORD IS REQUIRED TO ACCESS SETUP
To protect casual access to the console setup functions a Password is required.
2) DEFAULT INITIAL PASSWORD SCREEN
A default password prompt screen is first displayed with the default password which is ‘1234.’ A new password
can be entered and saved from this same window.
3) CHANGING OR DELETING THE PASSWORD
The password file is saved at C:\Program Files (x86)\DARC console\Consoles\Password.txt. The password can
be changed with Notepad or simply deleted.

The Setup menu item is
grayed until a correct Password has been entered

Default Initial Password
Screen displays the default
password. It also allows you
to enter a new password and
save it

Once a Password has been
saved a new Password
prompt screen is displayed
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Authorizing DARC software .....

work with the Factory

1) PC AUTHORIZATION TO USE DARC SOFTWARE
DARC software is stamped for use on a single PC. This is accomplished by sending Arrakis customer support the
PC’s code as displayed below. Arrakis will then send you a code to be entered and saved as also displayed below.
2) SERVICING AN AUTHORIZED DARC PC
DARC software will operate for up to 14 days without authorization so that a PC may be serviced or repaired.
3) CHANGING PCS
If you should change DARC PCs, Arrakis will send you another authorization code for the new PC. The authorization
code for the original PC will be tagged as no longer authorized.

Get Code to Send to Factory for Authorization
When you open this menu item DARC will
automatically display a code for you to send
to the factory. It is highlighted so that you
can simply copy it into a text file or email
without errors.

Save Factory Authorization Code
Arrakis will send you a code to enter into this
text box. Once entered, click on the ‘Save Authorization Code’ button to save the code permanently.
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Software Screen Setup .....

perform Screen customization

1) CHANNELS..... the Virtual console can display 4, 8, 12, or 16 stereo input channels. Select the number of channels based on the
number of input channels that you have Dante hardware for. If using Simple-IP boxes, a single box has 4 stereo in. Two boxes has
8 stereo in. Three boxes has 12 stereo in. Four boxes has 16 stereo in.
IMPORTANT: DARC Virtual requires 7 stereo outputs for full functionality. A 4 channel single Simple-IP based system can be configured with only Program, Audition, Monitor, Earphone outputs (missing Mix minus, external Cue out, and the Utility buss). These outputs are available for a 4 channel configuration with 2 Simple-IPs or other Dante output devices such as AVIOs.
NOTE ABOUT THE VSC AND CHANNELS: the Dante Virtual Soundcard (VSC) driver can be configured for 8x8 mono (=4x4 stereo),
16x16 mono (=8x8 stereo), and 32x32 mono (=16x16 stereo). In general, the VSC should be set to support the number of input
channels that you have in the Dante hardware. If you choose to display more channels than you have set up in the VSC, then those
channels will be displayed as greyed out.
2) FADER COLOR..... the fader knobs on the screen can be user set to several choices (white, black, red, yellow, green, blue, grey).
This simplifies operation by making mics or other sources appropriate colors. To do this, click on the ‘CHOOSE’ button which will
turn red. The click on a knob which will cycle through the various colors. Once all knobs are the color that you desire, then click on
the red ‘CHOOSE’ button again to save the changes.
3) CONSOLE SCREEN LABELS..... all of the screen labels can be user defined. This can be helpful so that all studios have the same
nomenclature for buses, meters, etc. To do this, type into the label box and when finished click on the ‘APPLY’ button. This will
apply and save your changes. The ‘Restore defaults’ button will restore the original labels to the screen. Labels do not resize if the
text is too large for the button or label.
4) LABEL CHANNEL OFF BUTTONS..... channel Off buttons can be named to identify the input sources to simplify console operation,
such as Mic 1, CD1, Phone, etc. Names with ‘MIC’ in them (such as CR Mic, Mic1, etc) will mute the control room Monitor and Cue
outputs. Names with ‘PHONE’ in them (such as Phone, Phone1, etc) will operate that channel as a Phone Mix-minus channel. The
first ‘Mic’ channel will have a ‘TB’ button appear so that channel can talk off line to the caller. The basic DARC software supports a
single Phone channel with Mix-minus bus.
5) BACKGROUND
Click on the ‘Light color’ or ‘Dark Color’
buttons to change overall color schemes.
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Dante Software Setup .....

there is no DANTE setup

THERE IS NO DANTE SETUP
The ‘Dante Setup’ menu open submenus that are helpful for viewing the state of the DARC console DANTE network. The Dante
Controller network configuration software is not used unless you are connecting multiple DARC console studios.
a) DANTE SETUP HELP
Opens a Help window with information about the DANTE network
b) OPEN DANTE VIRTUAL SOUNDCARD AP (DVS)
Opens the DVS ap for viewing or setup.
c) OPEN DANTE CONTROLLER AP
Opens the Dante Controller ap (if installed) for viewing and changing IO assignments on the Dante Network.

IMPORTANT: do not modify DVS settings while DARC is open. If DVS is modified
while DARC is open, then DARC must be restarted to operate.
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Serial Port Setup .....

talk to Surface & other Logic

1) NO SETUP REQUIRED
The DARC console PC software automatically finds and configures for several system options...
a) a DARC Surface
b) a KMtronics U1CRB Muting Relay unit (for an On Air light)
c) a KMtronics U8CR 8 Relay logic unit (for phone hybrid and other logic)
d) a Broadcast Tools GPI-16Plus 16 input logic unit (for remote closure control of various console features)
2) USB COM PORT CONNECTION
Each of the products listed above communicates with the PC via a USB connection. They should be connected to the PC
through a powered USB hub.
3) SERIAL PORT SETUP SCREEN
This screen is to be used by Arrakis customer service to test the system.
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Input Channel Level Calibration .....

easy to calibrate

1) FACTORY JUMPER SETUP for -10dBu CONSUMER SOURCES
The DARC Virtual Radio console is designed around the Arrakis
Simple-IP which is calibrated for professional +4dBu balanced
audio inputs. The units feature internal jumpers that can physically adjust any input to accommodate -10dBu unbalanced consumer level sources. For best noise performance jumpers can
be installed at the factory for this purpose. This is a factory
only setup and not to be performed in the field. This can also be
accomplished in software as demonstrated below.
Select ‘Calibrate Channel Audio Levels’

Displays the trim in dB

Click on a
knob to select
a channel for
calibration

2) SOFTWARE SETUP for -10dBu CONSUMER AND OTHER SOURCES
Each input channel can be level calibrated in software to reduce levels or increase levels to match sources. The adjustment has a maximum +14dB gain for -10dBu consumer
products and -26dB for high level sources. .
PROCEDURE
1) Enable the Calibration mode by selecting ‘Calibrate Channel Audio Levels’ in Setup
2) Select a channel to Calibrate by clicking on its Fader Know.
3) Apply audio or a test tone to the channel and turn the channel on to display audio on
the VU meters.
4) Adjust the slider in the Calibration window for a normal in-hand setting level in the
VU meters.
5) The changes automatically save when you exit the Calibration screen.
6) When finished, click on the red ‘X’ close box to exit the Calibration mode.
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External Monitor Input Button Setup .....

Select ‘External Monitor Input Assignment’
The External Monitor Input button switchs the Monitor and Headphone inputs to whatever source has been assigned
to this input. If the console is being used for an On Air application, then this is typically an Off Air source so that the
console operator can monitor the entire audio path from the console output to the listener.
Disabled Button
The default selection for this option is ‘Disabled’. This will make the External button invisible until a source has been
selected. Disable is the default for applications where the console is not being used on air.
Dante Source Button
This option is appropriate if you have a stereo Dante source input that is not assigned to a channel input on the console. The standard DARC 8, 12, and 16 channel model virtual consoles have all of the inputs from the Simple-IP nodes
assigned to console input channels. To use this option, you must therefore either purchase an extra 4 stereo channel Simple-IP node (~ $1,300) or an Audinate Dante AVIO stereo input module (~$170). If a Dante source is being
used, then the DARC software must know what input the source is assigned to on the Dante network. The text edit
box allows you to enter the left channel number for the assigned source (1-32) depending on how the DVS is set up.
This requires using the ‘Dante Controller’ software to assign the source on the network and then to enter the ‘stereo’ source number into the edit box. The changes are saved when the setup window is closed. The DARC software
must be restarted for the changes to take effect.
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Enable-disable Autocue/Intelli-cue into Monitor .....

Enable-disable Autocue into the Monitor system
Enable-disable Intelli-cue into the Monitor system

CUE IS POST FADE
Many radio consoles use a pre-fader cue system. The cue level is fixed. DARC uses an advanced post fader cue mix
so that the cue level can be adjusted by the channel fader.
AUTOCUE INTO MONITOR AND EARPHONES
By default Autocue is enabled in the Monitor system. This feature will automatically mute the selected monitor Program audio and switch both Monitor and Earphone feeds to Cue audio if cue on any channel is activated.
EXTERNAL CUE SPEAKERS WITH AUTOCUE INTO THE EARPHONES
DARC features a separate wired audio output if a separate Cue amp and speaker is desirable. In this case the
Autocue feature must be disabled in Setup. To enable or disable Autocue into the Monitor system simply click on the
Autocue Menu item. It will then change state. Autocue into the Earphone system will remain active. DARC does not
have to be restarted for this setup change to take effect.
INTELLI-CUE
Intelli-Cue can be used with or without Autocue. Intelli-Cue emulates a prefader cue system while still allowing the
operator to adjust cue level if desirable. When enabled, placing a channel into Cue will take the channel off the Program and Audition buses (like a fader detent cue) and autoset the Cue volume for that channel to the in hand level. In
this way the operator does not have to be concerned about the channel volume. When the channel is removed from
Cue, the output buses are turned back on and the channel volume returns to the pre cue level. If the channel level is
changed while cue is on, then the cue volume will follow the channel fader. This gives the operator control of Cue level
if needed. DARC does not have to be restarted for this setup change to take effect.
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Enable-disable Auto-open .....

Enable-disable Auto-open

AUTO-OPEN IS ENABLED BY DEFAULT
Enabled by default, Auto-open will open the software with the same button and fader setup as when the software was
last closed.
If disabled, DARC will open with all faders at in hand setting and all buttons off.
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VU Meter Calibration .....

easy to calibrate

FACTORY VU METER CALIBRATION (Factory Personnel only)
The DARC Virtual Radio console VU meters are calibrated at the factory for +4dBu output levels. If this level
needs to be changed for any reason then the following procedure is followed. Click on the Program Left VU
meter. A Password text box will open. The password is ‘dune’ and is used here to keep casual access limited.
The password will then open another text box. Enter a number between 2 and 20. The default is 8. Once the
meter value is changed and the final OK button hit, the meters will immediately display the new multiplier. The
software does not need to be closed and then reopened.
Click on the Program Left VU Meter to open the Password window

A password text box opens. Enter
the ‘dune’ password to open the
Calibration window

Default is 8. Enter a number and
click OK. The VU meters immediately display the new levels.
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Dante Controller Network Setup .....

easy to use

Dante Controller software is not required unless you are interconnecting DARC studios
on the Dante network.

Dante Controller software is used to set up Simple-IP on your network. You can set up the audio paths and
network configuration with the software and then turn it off. The setup is saved to the Dante devices.
Dante Controller is a free software application that enables you to route audio and configure devices on a
Dante network. With automatic device discovery, one-click signal routing and user-editable device and channel
labels, setting up a Dante network couldn’t be easier.
Dante Controller is a simple X-Y axis display with Inputs on one axis and Outputs on the other axis. To connect any
input to an output or output to an input simply click on the XY box which will turn green. That is all that there is to it. The
settings are saved on each Dante device so that you just set up once and forget it. You can also quickly and easily

backup, restore, move, and reuse Dante network configurations using Presets, and edit Dante routing configurations offline.
Features
• View all Dante-enabled audio devices and their channels on the network
• View and edit device clock and network settings
• Route audio between devices, and view the state of existing audio routes
• Rename devices and channels using your own friendly names
• Customize the receive latency (latency before playout)
DANTE Controller software
• Save and reapply audio routing presets
• Edit presets offline, and apply as configurations for new network
deployments
• Change sample rates and clock settings
• View multicast bandwidth across the network
• View transmit and receive bandwidth for each device
• View device performance information, including latency stats,
clock stability stats and packet errors
• View comprehensive, configurable event logs
Download at:
https://www.audinate.com/products/software/dante-controller
IMPORTANT...refer to the end of this manual for informa-

tion on the limitations of multi-studio network customer
support.
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Dante Controller Network Setup .....

easy to use

Example Dante Controller Setup for a DARC-12 console
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Simple-IP Model I/O Assignments .....

easy to install

Each model of DARC console has a Simple-IP Unit for each 4 stereo input channels
Unit #1 (DARC-4A, 8A, 12A, 16A)

Unit #2 (DARC-8A, 12A, 16A)

Unit #3 (DARC-12A, 16A)

Unit #4 (DARC-16A)

Note: the I/O assignments are the
same whether analog or digital models

Arrakis Systems inc.

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

Ch 1
input

Pgm1
output

Ch 2
input

Pgm2
output

Ch 3
input

Pgm3
output

Ch 4
input

Mix (-)
output

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

Ch 5
input

Cue
output

Ch 6
input

Monitor
output

Ch 7
input

Earphn
output

Ch 8
input

N.A.
output

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

Ch 9
input

N.A.
output

Ch 10
input

N.A.
output

Ch 11
input

N.A.
output

Ch 12
input

N.A.
output

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

Ch 13
input

N.A.
output

Ch 14
input

N.A.
output

Ch 15
input

N.A.
output

Ch 16
input

N.A.
output
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Simple-IP-8A input output wiring .....

easy to install

8 in by 8 out mono Analog (4 by 4 stereo)

Main
Network
Ethernet
Connection

Backup
Network
Ethernet
Connection

DC
power

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

RJ45 Wiring Diagram
PIN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Arrakis has
premade cables
for RJ45 to XLR
XLRs

Wire Color
Audio
White w/Orange Stripe
Orange
White w/Green Stripe
Blue
White w/Blue Stripe
Green
White w/Brown Stripe
Brown

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Left (+)
Left (-)
Right (+)
Ground
not used
Right (-)
not used
not used

RJ45

EIA/TIA 568B WIRING STANDARD COLORS

Arrakis uses the industry standard RJ45 analog balanced connection wiring

All audio input and output connections are active balanced at +4dBu.

POWER SUPPLY
110vac - 220 VAC, 50-60 hz, autosensing
Certified: UL, CE, CS, CB
External inline module: 3"W x 5 3/4"L x 1 3/4"D
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Simple-IP-8D input output wiring .....

easy to install

8 in by 8 out mono Digital (4 by 4 stereo)

Main
Network
Ethernet
Connection

Backup
Network
Ethernet
Connection

DC
power

1/2
input

1/2
output

3/4
input

3/4
output

5/6
input

5/6
output

7/8
input

7/8
output

All digital inputs and outputs are AES3 balanced and transformer isolated.
XLR Wiring Diagram

PIN
1
2
3

132
Audio
Ground
+ In-out
- In-out

Note
The Simple-IP-8D does not have sample rate converters. Whatever
sample rate is received at a digital input will be the sample rate
sent out an assigned digital output.
Power Supply
110vac - 220 VAC, 50-60 hz, autosensing
Certified: UL, CE, CS, CB
External inline module: 3"W x 5 3/4"L x 1 3/4"D
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SIMPLE-IP-8A
Analog Line Inputs
Number
Connectors
Frequency Respose
THD+N
Dynamic Range
Max input
S/N
Crosstalk
Converter DR

8 mono (or 4 stereo pairs)
RJ45 (2 balanced mono)
20-20kHz +(-) 0.0dB
0.005% at +18dBu
-100dB below +24dBu output
+24dBu
-80dB below +4dBu input
-100dB (1kHz), -90dB (20kHz)
-114dB (24 bit)

Analog Line Outputs
Number
Connectors
Frequency Response
THD+N
Dynamic Range
Converter DR
Max out
S/N
Crosstalk

8 mono (or 4 stereo pairs)
RJ45 (2 balanced mono)
20-20kHz +(-) 0.0dB
0.005% at +18dBu
100dB below +24dBu output
114dB (24 bit)
+24dBu
-80dB below +4dBu output
-100dB (1kHz), -90dB (20kHz)

SIMPLE-IP-8D
Digital Inputs
Number
Connectors
Sample rates
Clock

8 mono, (4 stereo)
XLR (qty 4)
32/44.1/48/96/192kHz
DANTE network clock

Digital Outputs
Number
Connectors
Sample rates
Clock

8 mono, (4 stereo)
XLR (qty 4)
32/44.1/48/96/192kHz
DANTE network clock

Note
The Simple-IP-8D does not have sample rate converters.
Whatever sample rate is received at a digital input will be
the sample rate sent out an assigned digital output.

Loop thru Performance (Line in to line out)
Dynamic Range
97dB below +24dBu output
THD+N
0.010% at +18dBu
Frequency Response
20-20kHz +(-) 0.1dB
Gain in-out
-0.3dB
Digital
Sample rate: 48kHz
Notes
1) All test results are typical
2) All filtered tests are A-weighted
3) Codec is the high performance, balanced
Cirrus Logic CS4272

Power Supply (both models)
110vac - 220 VAC, 50-60 hz, autosensing
Certified: UL, CE, CS, CB
External inline module
3"W x 5 3/4"L x 1 3/4"D

C U S T O M E R S U P P O R T & WAR R AN T Y
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Important
1. Read All Instructions. All safety and operating

the type of power supplied to your facility,

16. A Product and Cart Combination should be

instructions must be read before operating the

consult your local power company.

moved with care. Quick stops, excessive force,

product.

10. Grounding and Polarization. This product is

and uneven surfaces may cause the product and

2. Retain All Instructions. All safety and

equipped with a polarized AC plug with integral

the cart combination to overturn.

operating instructions must be retained for

safety ground pin. Do not defeat the safety

17. Servicing. Refer all servicing to qualified

future reference.

ground in any manner.

servicing personnel.

3. Heed All Warnings. All warnings on the

11. Power Cord Protection. Power supply cords

18. Damage Requiring Service. Unplug this

product and those listed in the operating

must be routed so that they are not likely to be

product from the wall AC outlet and refer

instructions must be adhered to.

walked on nor pinched by items placed upon

servicing to qualified service personnel under

4. Follow All Instructions. All operating and

or against them. Pay particular attention to the

the following conditions:

product usage instructions must be followed.

cords at AC wall plugs and convenience

a. When the AC cord or plug is damaged.

5. Heat. This product must be situated away from receptacles, and at the point where the cord

b. If liquid has been spilled or objects have

any heat sources such as radiators, heat

plugs into the product.

fallen into the product.

registers, stoves, or other products (including

12. Lightning. For added protection for this

c. If the product has been exposed to rain or

power amplifiers) that produce heat.

product during a lightning storm, or when it is

water.

6. Ventilation. Slots and openings in the product

left unattended and unused for long periods of

d. If the product does not operate normally

are provided for ventilation. They ensure reliable

time, unplug it from the AC wall outlet. This will

(following operating instructions).

operation of the product, keeping it from

prevent damage to the product due to

e. If the product has been dropped or

overheating. These openings must not be

lightning and power line surges.

damaged in any way.

blocked nor covered during operation. This

13. Overloading. Do not overload AC wall outlets,

f. When the product exhibits a distinct change

product should not be placed into a rack unless

extension cords, or integral convenience outlets

in performance. This indicates a need for

proper ventilation is provided through

as this can result in a fire or electric shock hazard. service.

following the manufacturer’s recommended

14. Object and Liquid Entry. Never push objects

19. Replacement Parts. When replacement parts

installation procedures.

of any kind into this product through openings

are required, be sure the service technician has

7. Water and Moisture. Do not use this product

as they may touch dangerous voltage points

used replacement parts specified by the

near water—for example; near a bath tub, wash

or short-out parts that could result in a fire or

manufacturer or that have the same

bowl, kitchen sink or laundry tub; in a wet

electric shock. Never spill liquid of any kind on

characteristics as the original parts. Unauthorized

basement; or near a swimming pool or the like.

the product.

substitutions may result in fire, electric shock, or

8. Attachments. Do not use any attachments not

15. Accessories. Do not place this product on an

other hazards.

recommended by the product manufacturer

unstable cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or table. The

20. Safety Check. Upon completion of any repairs

as they may cause hazards.

product may fall, causing serious damage to a

to this product, ask the service technician to

9. Power Sources. This product must be

child or adult, and serious damage to the

perform safety checks to determine that the

operated from the type of power source

product. Any mounting of the product needs

product is in proper operating condition.

indicated on the marking label and in the

to follow manufacturer’s installation

21. Cleaning. Do not use liquid cleaners or aerosol

installation instructions. If you are not sure of

instructions.

cleaners. Use only a damp cloth for cleaning.
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Warning

C AU T I O N
RISK OF
ELECTRIC SHOCK
DO NOT OPEN
WARNING: SHOCK HAZARD - DO NOT OPEN
AVIS: RISQUE DE CHOC ELECTRIQUE - NE PAS OUVRIR

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCK DO NOT
REMOVE ANY COVER OR PANEL. NO USER SERVICEABLE PARTS
INSIDE. REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL.

WARNING: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF FIRE OR ELECTRIC SHOCK,
DO NOT EXPOSE THE CONSOLE TO RAIN OR MOISTURE.
The Exclamation Point symbol, within an equilateral
triangle, alerts the user to the presence of important
operating and maintenance (servicing) instructions in
product literature and instruction manuals.

The Lightning Flash With Arrowhead symbol, within an
equilateral triangle, alerts the user to the presence of
uninsulated dangerous voltage within the product’s
enclosure that may be of sufficient magnitude to constitute
a risk of electric shock.

WARNING— This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy. If
not installed and used in accordance with the instructions in this manual it may cause interference to radio communications. It has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a
Class A computing device (pursuant to Subpart J of Part 15 FCC Rules), which are designed to
provide reasonable protection against such interference when operated in a commercial
environment. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to cause interference,
in which case the user, at his own expense, will be required to take whatever measures may
be required to correct the interference.
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DARC Console Customer Support
Arrakis Systems will provide 1 year of no cost telephone technical support for DARC Virtual
Console component products that are purchased from Arrakis or one of its authorized dealers under the following conditions:
1) The DARC Virtual Radio Console is a component product consisting of 3 parts:
a) one or more Simple-IP digital boxes for audio input-output to your studio
b) DARC software for Windows OS PCs
c) a Windows OS PC
While DARC will run on most current model Windows PCs, it is highly recommended that the
Arrakis factory selected and configured PC be purchased from Arrakis. It has been tested
and configured and is known to perform to Virtual Console standards.
Should a 3rd party PC be chosen, Arrakis can not provide configuration or operational customer support for the 3rd party product. The 3rd party PC supplier should be contracted to
provide the required warranty and customer support. Arrakis has configuration tutorials on
our website as a guide to the PC selection and configuration process. We can also provide
technical assistance to your configuration technician at a nominal charge.
However, Arrakis can not warranty the suitability, reliability or performance of a system that
includes 3rd party products. Should a 3rd party PC have configuration, reliability, or performance issues, the suggested Arrakis customer service solution is to purchase a new Arrakis
PC.
2) For a DARC console to receive Arrakis customer service support, only Arrakis approved
software may be used on the PC and the software must be configured and used per Arrakis
specifications. The PC is dedicated ONLY to console use. It may not be used for any other purpose whatsoever. Internet access and remote desktop control software will be determined
by Arrakis customer service.
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Multi-studio Dante Network Customer Support
Arrakis DARC Virtual Radio Consoles are stand alone, single studio, digital audio Radio consoles that have Dante AoIP network connectivity.
While Dante networks can have mixed use on a normal business network, Audinate recommends a dedicated network for mission critical applications like Radio broadcasting.
Configuration of a Dante network is made with free ‘Dante Controller’ software that is provided by Audinate. It is as simple to use as an X-Y input-output assignment matrix. Or it can
be as complex as monitoring and controlling the network down to the packet level to squeeze
out the maximum network traffic.
Arrakis customer support in multistudio network environments is limited to basic Dante Controller X-Y assignment setup, which in most cases is all that will be required. Network configuration and management is a site by site decision, requires on site support, and is beyond
the scope of Arrakis DARC console or Simple-IP customer support.
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Warranty

This product carries a 1 year manufacturer‘s warranty subject to the following guidelines and limitations:
A)
Except as expressly excluded herein, Arrakis Systems inc. (“Seller”) warrants equipment of its own
manufacture against faulty workmanship or the use of defective materials for a period of one (1) year from
date of shipment to Buyer. The liability of the Seller under this Warranty is limited to replacing, repairing or
issuing credit (at the Seller’s discretion) for any equipment, provided that Seller is promptly notified in writing
within five (5) days upon discovery of such defects by Buyer, and Seller‘s examination of such equipment shall
disclose to its satisfaction that such defects existed at the time shipment was originally made by Seller, and
Buyer returns the defective equipment to Seller’s place of business in Loveland, Colorado, packaging and
transportation prepaid, with return packaging and transport guaranteed.
B)
Equipment furnished by Seller, but manufactured by another, shall be warranted only to the extent
provided by the other manufacturer.
C)
The warranty period on equipment or parts repaired or replaced under warranty shall expire upon
the expiration date of the original warranty.
D)
This Warranty is void for equipment which has been subject to abuse, improper installation, improper
operation, improper or omitted maintenance, alteration, accident, negligence (in use, storage, transportation
or handling), operation not in accordance with Seller‘s operation and service instructions, or operation outside of the environmental conditions specified by Seller.
E)
This Warranty is the only warranty made by Seller, and is in lieu of all other warranties, including
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, whether expressed or implied, except as to title and to
the expressed specifications contained in this manual. Seller’s sole liability for any equipment failure or any
breach of this Warranty is as set forth in subparagraph A) above; Seller shall not be liable or responsible for
any business loss or interruption, or other consequential damages of any nature whatsoever, resulting from
any equipment failure or breach of this warranty.
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